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AMY ALLISON

ENVIRONMENT AND ETHICS COMM:
Environment and Ethics Comm is one of Grey’s many committees. We meet regularly to

discuss ideas about how we can make Grey a more environmentally and ethically friendly
place. Recently we’ve run lots of successful events including a secondhand clothes swap and

a charity shop crawl. We also have an online dress-swapping platform for all the
formals/black-tie events in Durham. We’re a very friendly bunch of people and have had lots
of fun this year on our first ever social. Sam, our current Environment and Ethics Officer, did
such a great job expanding and utilising the committee that this year we won the award for

Grey’s Committee of the Year. I’m lucky enough to have been elected as the next Environment
and Ethics Officer and I can’t wait to carry on Sam’s hard work. If you’re passionate about our

planet and its people then get involved with Environment and Ethics Comm!

GREY COLLEGE CHARITY FASHION SHOW:
GCCFS is Grey’s very own fashion show and it’s one of the
biggest events in our social calendar. There are so many ways
to get involved from being on the committee that organise the
event to modelling in the show itself. Every year it raises lots
of money for charity and we’re now the biggest college
fashion show in Durham. I was on the committee for this year's
show, overseeing all the creative aspects including the theme,
marketing, and decorations. It was a really enjoyable and
rewarding experience and a great way to meet more people
from Grey. If you have a flair for creativity or organisation you
should definitely consider getting involved. If you reckon you
could strut your stuff on stage then keep a look out for model
auditions!

DURHAM STUDENT THEATRE:
Outside of college life, there are so many opportunities to get involved in theatre. DST is the
umbrella organisation of numerous theatre companies that all put on multiple shows per year
– Grey even has its own Phoenix Theatre Company. Every show needs a Director, a Production
Team, a Tech Director and, of course, a cast. There are so many ways to get involved in all of
these aspects and more with any level of previous experience – you can even pitch your own
idea for a show to any theatre company. I’ve loved getting involved in producing, which has
included publicity, set design, and handling a budget - all things which I hadn’t really tried
before coming to Durham! The best way to get involved is to sign up for a DST membership.
From this, you’ll get sent weekly emails with all the available Prod Team and audition
opportunities. Each theatre company also has a Facebook page where they post all their
opportunities and information - you can find all their names on the DST website.

2ND YEAR, LAW, ENVIRONMENT AND ETHICS OFFICER

BEST BIT ABOUT GREY!
It's of course a cliché, but the people! Grey is lucky to be one of the bigger colleges in Durham
which means you'll never stop meeting new people.

BEST BIT ABOUT DURHAM:
The beautiful city!



CHARLIE MOORE
2ND YEAR, PPE, SENIOR FREP

SWIMMING:
GCSC is simply a swimmingly good time. Every
Thursday at the local pool we congregate for an
hour of splashing around, jumping into water,
and having unofficial races in order to prove
who is the best fish in Grey College. Truly a
wonderful atmosphere exists within Grey's
newest 'sport' and I've yet to find a better way to
take an hour off in the evening, especially with
Durham not being too close to the seaside!

POOL:
Grey College Pool Club (that is Pool tables with
cues and yellow and red balls not swimming) is
far and away the most relaxed and open sports

club that still provides fundamental skills in a
competitive game that you undoubtedly play at

some point in your life. I myself had barely played
the game when I arrived as a fresher, but ended

up being hooked and became B team captain this
year. Spanning A-E teams there really is a place

for everyone to play in GCPC and there's a superb
social scene to go along with it, mainly because

it's partly run by me.
THE BEST TAKEAWAY IN DURHAM:
Sitting through those tedious talks about the academic stature of Durham and
how our research is world leading, you were likely thinking about something far
more important to an undergraduate, the scran. Endless debates can be had over
this but for me its simply about what you want. 
Best Value for Money: Stanton's - £1.90 Large Chips.
Best Value for Flavour: Subway - £3-£3.60 6 Inch Italian Herb and Cheese.
Best Kebab: It's Paddy's. 
Best Pizza: It's Paddy's.
Best Cheesy Chips: It's Paddy's.
Best Burger: Don't get a burger but if you do, it's Paddy's. 
Quite simply unless you're strapped for cash or you really want a subway, there
really is only one option. You heard it here first.



CINDY ZHAO
4TH YEAR, SPANISH AND ECONOMICS

YEAR ABROAD
As part of my degree it’s compulsory for me to spend a year abroad (it’s a hard life I know) and
therefore I spent my third year in sunny southern Spain, or more specifically Palma del Río, a
small town near Córdoba. My year abroad was undoubtedly one of the best experiences of my
life and I would LOVE to do it all again. While I was there, I worked in a secondary school as an
English language assistant and taught classes in biology, chemistry, English, geography,
history, physics, technology, and even PE. I made lots of wonderful friends and had the
opportunity to travel all across the country and completely immerse myself in the Spanish
culture. Overall, the year abroad is an amazing opportunity for you to not only improve your
language skills, but to grow as a person and learn so much about yourself – if you get to go on
one then I hope you love it as much as I did! 

FASHION SHOW:
This year I was part of Grey College Charity Fashion Show

2020 (unsurprisingly not as a model) as Head of Female
Brands. My job involved leading a team of 6, alongside the

Head of Male Brands, to contact various brands via email
and social media and encourage them to send us clothes

to be worn in the show. It’s a great opportunity to develop
soft skills, such as teamwork, time-management, and

communication, as well as being part of a fun and exciting
event with the aim of raising money for charity. I met so
many wonderful people through GCCFS, both exec and

models, and those who know me will confirm that GCCFS
took over my life completely this year, but in the best way!

It’s definitely not an event to be missed!
DANCE:
In my first and second year at university, I was part of Instep, a dance society that teaches
multiple different styles, such as Ballet, Tap, Contemporary, Broadway, Bollywood, Street,
KPop etc. They have classes for all abilities, and therefore it’s a great way to continue
dancing, if you did so before university, or to learn something new! When I was younger, I did
Ballet and Tap for 10 years, so I decided to stick with Tap at uni but also go to Street Dance
classes. It’s a lot of fun and a fantastic way to meet other people, as well as keeping fit and
doing something you love every week. At the end of the year, there’s an Instep Dance
Showcase where everyone can get involved.

BEST BITS ABOUT GREY/DURHAM:
The 3 weeks of nothing is definitely one of the best parts of the year! Everyone gets together
and we’re all chillin' and grillin' in the sun with tunes blasting. These three weeks are a
wonderful treat after working so hard over the exam season, and also include some of the most
exciting events of the year, such as Grey Day and Phoenix Ball. 
Frepping! I’ve been lucky enough to frep twice, once in my second year and once in my fourth
year, and I can honestly say that it is hands down one of the best experiences I’ve had at Grey. 
Cute coffee catch ups with friends. Durham is lucky that it has lots of different coffee shops
and they’re all great! You’ll often find people in there for hours chit-chatting, most likely me and
my friends haha.



ELLEN KNIGHT
2ND YEAR, THEOLOGY AND RELIGION, PUBLICITY OFFICER

LIVING OUT:
At some point in your first few weeks at Durham you'll start to hear about the mad rush
to get your house secured for second year. Do not panic as you will find a house
whether you sign November or January. I signed in December and love the house that
I'm in and the people I'm living with. I would say that it is worth taking the time to find
the right people and sign later rather than rushing the process. With regards to
cooking for yourself, I wouldn't worry about being in a catered college first year as it is
a luxury that you will certainly miss. However, learning to cook in second year (if you're
not used to it already) is actually really fun, but just remember to do your dishes to
save the arguments! WORKING IN COLLEGE:

There are a few key jobs on offer at college, subject to
an application and interview. These include: working in

the kitchens and on formals and working on the Bar or
Toastie Bar. In my first year I applied to work on the

Toastie Bar and was lucky enough to get it (but equally
don't worry if you don't as I was rejected from Bar this

year!). It is an incredibly fun and rewarding job as I get
to meet people from across the year groups depending
on who I'm working with and, especially in second year,

I get to meet a lot of first and older years living in
college. Also you earn a bit of extra money to

supplement your loan, which is always positive.

BEST BIT ABOUT GREY:
I would say the variety of clubs, societies, and things to get involved in. I've gotten to

know a lot of people through Boat Club and through my campaign for, and subsequent
role of, publicity officer I've really been able to develop a lot of new skills and learn

more about how Grey is run.

GREY FACILITIES: 
I'm far from your regular gym lad but the gym is such good value for money and has
enough machines and weights to be getting on with. Also the three rooms provide
plenty of space so it never seems overcrowded. Being part of GCBC means that we
have certain exercises to complete every week and going to Grey gym with a friend
from college is both convenient and, surprisingly, fun. 
Another great place in college is the JCR and, even better, TV Room. Working in
college, I always notice that the TV room is packed with people watching "Bad Films"
(shoutout to Bad Film Society), playing Mario Kart, or playing a game of some kind. It's
a lovely space to chill without being overwhelmed by the noise coming from the Pool
team in the JCR.

BEST BIT ABOUT DURHAM:
Everything being in walking distance is pretty useful because it means you don't have
to set aside lots of time to get somewhere, you get a lot o exercise walking around,
and if you decide to take an Uber it's really cheap.



EMILY FYFE
2ND YEAR, GEOLOGY

BEING AN INTERNATIONAL STUDENT:
Before coming to Durham, I didn’t know what to expect. I was scared of not fitting in and
wondered if I would make friends. Although the British culture is different to mine, I never felt
a huge cultural difference and everyone I’ve met has been lovely. They are all genuinely
interested to know more about where I come from and how things are in Peru. I now have the
best group of friends that I would not change for the world. Don’t worry about making friends,
you will definitely meet so many amazing people that will love you just the way you are. I
would recommend talking to as many people as you can in Freshers' Week and joining some
of the many clubs and societies Durham has to offer, as it is a great way of meeting people
that have the same interests as you.

DU AND COLLEGE SPORTS:
I am part of DUGC (Durham University Golf Club) and I really enjoy it. I used to play a lot of
golf when I was home and didn’t know if I was able to do it when I got to uni. I love being part
of a university team as it involves competing against other universities, practising the sport
you love, meeting people from other colleges, and, of course, Wednesday night Players. If
you have a sport you would like to keep practicing while you are in Uni, I would definitely
advise you to try out for the team and, even if you have not done it before, I believe there are
some sports that have developing teams.
I am also Social Sec for GCC (Grey College Cheerleaders). I had done gymnastics before
and was always interested in cheerleading but had never had the opportunity of trying it out
so when I saw it in the Freshers' Fair I immediately signed up and I am glad I did. It is an
amazing group of girls and I love the friendships I’ve made there. We work hard, we are
committed, and we have fun. If you are thinking of trying something new it is great to try a
college sport, there are so many different sports Grey offers and they are all super
welcoming. Being part of a college sport is Greyt, you meet new people from college,
exercise, and get to go to socials, formals, and other college events like PGN that are so
much fun.

BEING BILINGUAL:
My first language is Spanish and, although I went to a British
school in Peru, I was scared people were not going to
understand me well or understand my accent. However, that
was not the case and I got more and more comfortable when
speaking English. A lot of students speak different languages
and love practicing with you so be proud of your abilities.
Also, you’ll see how your English is improving and you’ll even
pick up some English slang.

MY BEST BITS - GREY:
The Greyhound, having meals in the Dining Hall for hours,
and Victor Watts library in exam season.

MY BEST BITS - DURHAM:
Observatory Hill, running in the woods behind Grey, Players, Flat White Kitchen pancakes, and
the Billy B Café.



EMMA KING
1ST YEAR, ENGLISH LITERATURE

MIXED LACROSSE:
Having played a bit of lacrosse (very badly) at school, I was really keen to get involved
with the mixed lacrosse club in Grey. It has been a great way to meet people in
different year groups, and there is such a range of ability that everyone is able to join
in. Training and matches are all very relaxed and good fun (particularly as both the A
and B teams remain largely undefeated!). Mixed lacrosse also definitely puts on some
of the best socials in Grey, with great turnouts at the annual Christmas dinner last
term and the recent Sportspersons’ Formal.

STARTING FIRST YEAR:
Starting your first year at university can be an
undoubtedly stressful time, but Durham, and Grey
in particular, do everything they can to make the
transition as smooth as possible. From the word
“GO”, Grey’s Freshers’ Reps (“Freps”) work
incredibly hard to put on an amazing Freshers’
Week for the incoming first years. The first few
weeks are so busy and exciting that everyone
settles in without even noticing. There is also a lot
of support on-hand with any academic queries or
struggles you may face, particularly your Course
Parents who are there to answer any questions
you may have about reading lists, tutorial
preparation, module choices, coursework, exams,
and more.

BEST BITS ABOUT GREY AND DURHAM:
The Greyhound
Stanley Walks (Sunday morning walks with the
College Master's dog!)
Balls and formals
Weekend brunch in college
Floodlit rugby/football matches

CAFÉS OF DURHAM:
I consider this one of my specialist topics, as on my first visit to Durham I was won over

by the cake at Flat White Kitchen before I had even made it up the hill to Grey! If you
visit in the future/if you start here in September, I can personally recommend

Whitechurch, Leonard’s, and Cafédral for a coffee break.



FIONA TUITE
1ST YEAR, GEOGRAPHY, WELFARE TEAM

GREY COLLEGE NETBALL:
Currently I am on the E team for netball and I love it. You can join the netball team whatever
your level of ability – whether you're Tracy Neville A team standard or you just want to run
around each week (me). As well as good exercise, it is a great way to meet new people in
different subjects and years to you .  The netball team is one of the largest sports clubs in Grey
with lots of fun socials throughout the year. Some girls on my team have never played netball
before in their lives but wanted to try a new fun sport and now have a whole new group of
friends.

GREY COLLEGE CLIMBING:
I joined the newly formed Grey College Climbing Club because I

really wanted to try something new at university that I hadn't done
before. It is great fun with a very laid back and chill vibe. Each

week a group of us travel to Durham Climbing Centre and spend
around 2 hours bouldering, which is climbing up a wall with no

harnesses and big mats on the floor. There are different colour
holds for different abilities meaning you can take part regardless
of ability. It is really fun to try something completely new and it is

really is a full workout as you use muscles you didn't know you had.

BEST BITS - GREY AND DURHAM:
THE PORTERS - It is reassuring always seeing a friendly face who is looking out for your well being
when you walk around college. You might get told off sometimes for playing music too loud at
your pres but no one minds if you get a good chat with the living legend that is Keith the porter. 
YOGHURT - At every meal, 3 times a day, there is always yoghurt. It doesn't matter if you don't
fancy the meal you had, because there is always the comfort of a bit of strawberry yoghurt to
wash it down. 
WINTER BALL - Where the whole college gets transformed into a Winter Wonderland with a disco,
themed drinks, a food van, and lots of things to do – what's not to love. Everyone puts on their
best dresses and suits for the biggest event of Michaelmas term (plus you get really nice photos).
KLUTE - I am sure you have heard about the infamous worst nightclub in Europe that is right here
in Durham. Sunday Night Klute or SNK is a staple in any young fresher's life. Arguably one of the
best nights out in Durham, with terrible music, a horrible sticky floor and not the best drinks
somehow still comes together to be a great night. You have to go at least once. 
THE COFFEE SHOPS - I love coffee and Durham is full of quaint coffee shops for sitting and
studying in or catch up with friends.

DISABILITY SUPPORT:
Having a physical disability (joint condition) means that I have experience with disability support

in Durham. In the Palatine Centre, on the science site, is the Disability Support Office where
there is a team dedicated to helping those of us who have physical learning or mental health

struggles. Navigating university with a disability can be difficult so there is a lot of adjustments
that the team there can make for you. For example, the team helped me sort out my Disabled

Student Allowance (DSA) which helped me fund a lightweight laptop that would be easier for me
to carry around. If you have any questions about Durham life, university, or having a disability

you also have a designated student Disability Representative in college as well as Grey Student
Support.



HANNAH RICHARDS
2ND YEAR, LIBERAL ARTS, SENIOR WELFARE OFFICER ELECT

BEST BIT ABOUT GREY:
Definitely the three weeks after exams! During these
‘three weeks of nothing’ events such as Grey Day and
Phoenix Ball are held where the whole of Grey comes
together to celebrate. One of the reasons I love the
college system is because it means that you can make
friends in different years and this is a great time for
everyone to come together and celebrate!
I also love that every Sunday morning our College
Master takes his dog Stanley for a walk and invites us
all to come along. I miss my dog loads when I’m in
Durham so this is such a great way to get out in the fresh
air with friends and Stanley!

WELFARE:

One of my favourite parts of Grey is the college

Welfare team, which I am lucky enough to be a part

of. We offer confidential listening, signposting, and

support. It has been a great way for me to get more

involved with college life and is a vital part of Grey

College. Knowing that there is always someone who

will listen is super important and part of what

makes the Grey community so special!

YOGA:

Although I wouldn’t consider myself a sporty person, I have really enjoyed the

weekly yoga sessions in college on a Sunday evening. It’s such a great way to

socialise and de-stress in a chill, friendly environment.
ART:

Durham University Arts Society run weekly life drawing sessions which are super

cheap and all materials are provided! The newly created Grey College Arts

Committee is also a great way to get involved in college life in a creative and

fun way with activities like paint and sip nights where everyone paints along to a

Bob Ross tutorial.

BEST BIT ABOUT DURHAM:

There are so many lovely coffee shops to visit with friends and everything is

within walking distance, so is a great way to catch up between lectures! 

I also love the scenery and have gone for so many beautiful walks with

friends.



HENRY WOOLHOUSE
4TH YEAR, ENGINEERING, VICE PRESIDENT

ROOM SHARING:
When I came to Grey, I really didn’t want

to share rooms, but I got lonely in my
single room, so volunteered to share in
second term. I enjoyed it so much that I
shared again in third term. It was really

nice always having someone I could go for
meals with and study with, as well as

having a larger area as a social space for
movie nights and pre-drinks!

FORMALS:

Every few weeks we have these events called

formals, where we have a three-course served

meal in the dining hall in suits, dresses, and

gowns (very Harry Potter!). They’re a great

chance for fancy photos for family and mates

back home, and are just great fun! They usually

sell out really quickly, but they often have great

themes, like Christmas, Burns Night (complete

with bagpiper!), and Valentine's, my personal

favourite – you can swap your mates around to

stitch them up!
BAD FILM SOCIETY:

Every fortnight, we watch films that are “so bad that they’re good”, like The

Room, Birddemic, and Sharknado. It’s a great way to chill out and relax with

friends, and we even had a trip out to see Cats! This was a new club that I

made this year, and just goes to show that if there isn’t a club or sport that

we offer, it's so easy to set one up!

WHAT DO I LOVE ABOUT GREY?
I really love the encouraging atmosphere with its fantastic people, which
really allowed me to grow as a person. It’s great to see Grey people about
and know that there’s always someone you can talk to.

WHAT DO I LOVE ABOUT DURHAM?

It’s just so pretty! Walking around (which is just so easy as it's small), you

can look up and see the cathedral through the trees and it just floors you

every time.



IGOR PRATO

VOLUNTEERING AND THE 

ENVIRONMENT

My subject of study is PPE, so if you have any questions about Philosophy, Politics, or

Economics, whether on their own or as combined honours, I'm sure I can help.  

 
I've always been musical, playing multiple instruments and always being interested

in the local music scene. At home I was always a bit of a bedroom guitarist and

never really played for other people, but since coming to Durham, the culture and

community at Grey and Durham, in general, has really helped me to grow as a

musician. I never thought I would have the confidence to perform, but I met so many

people in Grey alone who also love music and have built a culture to support each

other and push each other in their pursuit of music. Even though I don't study music,

you can ask me anything about music, the music scene at Durham, and what

opportunities there are for musicians in Grey and Durham overall. 

 
Social activism is also hugely important to me. Since coming to Durham I have

become involved with the environmentalist movement within Grey and beyond. Ask

me, Sam, or Amy about what we get up to in Environment Comm and how we

campaign in college and outside. I have also involved myself in community contact

volunteering with Grey in the Community to help the vulnerable in the local Durham

area. We run outreach days such as sports and arts days for children, or contacting

the elderly in care homes and around Durham. Ask me about how you can join in to

help other people.

2ND YEAR, PPE

THREE THINGS TO ASK ME ABOUT ARE:

BEST BITS OF GREY:

Defo the Toastie Bar and the prices at the Greyhound and formals and the food.

It’s all good.

BEST BITS OF DURHAM:

The people you meet and the ways you see yourself change and grow as a person.

MUSIC AND THE MUSIC SCENE

PPE



IZZY COWELL

ROWING:

Grey has its own rowing club (GCBC) which anyone can

join regardless of ability! For those who have never rowed before but want to give it a

shot, the development squad is perfect for you! For the first 6 weeks of term, you take part

in the university run “learn to row” course which gives you the run down on everything

rowing. If you have rowed, you can join the senior squad and row at a more intense level.

GCBC, by far, is one of the most inclusive and friendly clubs that Grey has to offer and who

wouldn’t want to take advantage of the (in my opinion!) best river in the country!

THEATRE:

Durham has one of the most exciting and involved theatre scenes in the country. No

matter how much experience you have, DST (Durham Student Theatre) has so much to

offer and is a vibrant and welcoming environment. Opportunities are given to perform

on stage, work on the technical aspects of theatre, or even direct and produce! Emails

are sent out weekly with all the opportunities available and there’s always something to

partake in. At Grey, we have the Phoenix Theatre Company, one of the most exciting and

upcoming theatre companies in Durham. Last term, “Duchess of Malfi” was performed

to 5 star reviews proving just how incredible the theatre scene is at Grey!

GREY BEST BITS:

The community. For me, Grey is the perfect home away from home. From the minute you

arrive, you become part of the family (or the Grey Army!) and you're integrated among

all the year groups. There’s always someone to chat to, regardless of what time it is,

and it’s so nice to always be greeted with a smile when walking around college.

MUSIC:

Music is such a key part of the Durham experience that

there’s something for everyone! We have a variety of

orchestras, bands and choirs for all different abilities that

Music Durham is such a lovely place to discover a new

passion or hone your musical ability. Over at Grey, we have

the amazing Grey Choir performing in a wide variety of

concerts throughout the year, including Evensongs at the

stunning Durham Cathedral. As well as this, Grey has their

own bands! To top it off, we have practise rooms available

to book and instruments to access as well, including a

brand-new drum kit!

DURHAM BEST BITS:

Even though it's fairly small, Durham has a BIG personality. The city has everything you

could possibly ask for, from big high street brands to cute (very instagrammable!) coffee

shops. By day, it's so peaceful and tranquil down by the river, but by night, we definitely

have as good a nightlife as the neighbouring big cities (get on down to SNK, it's iconic).

The locals are so friendly and everything is in walking distance (so you’ve got more time to

spend at the Greyhound woo!)

1ST YEAR, ARCHAEOLOGY AND ANCIENT HISTORY



JAMES MARSHALL
1ST YEAR, MUSIC, JCR CHAIR

GREY COLLEGE JCR:

Don’t lie… this is the question you have all been asking your whole life… what is Grey College

JCR? Well it’s a community of students that make up the life and soul of Grey College. Within

the JCR we have societies, sports and committees which range from food committee to

Executive Committee, which I am very lucky to sit on as JCR Chair. There are so many roles

which go up at every single JCR Meeting, which is a meeting where anyone from Grey is

invited and it happens three times each term apart from Easter term when there are just two.

It is a great way to get involved with Grey life and take on positions which really do have an

impact to what happens here. Every role is so important and so rewarding. We also have

some really awesome socials sooooooo why wouldn’t you want to join?

LIFE AT GREY:

For someone who has never experienced living away from home for school, it was definitely a

strange feeling at first coming to University. Grey has such a relaxed feel which makes it feel

like one big happy family and this really helped when first moving away and is what makes

Grey THE BEST college. I live around three and a half hours from here in the Midlands (yes, we

do exist), and I have never been home during term. You may find it difficult to begin with but

you’ll make friends so easily and before you know it, term will be over. A big part of University

is learning to become independent and you’re becoming an adult, I know – yuck, and trust me,

it will probably take me the three years to even slightly grow up.   

During Freshers’ week, we will ensure you meet other first years, who are experiencing the

same thing as you and this REALLY helps. You get assigned Freps (Freshers Rep) who are from

older years and these people will be so helpful and the kindest people in the world to you …

That’s what we are here for and I can assure you it’s not as scary as it may seem.

DOGS:

I think we can all agree that dogs are the best animals.

They’re loyal, kind, put you first and will always be there for a

cuddle when you need one. I’ve got three dogs of my own and

they all get put before me in my own family hierarchy and I’m

cool with this because I have accepted they just are just

better than me. I have grown up with dogs constantly around

me and I hope to always have a doggo. My family have even

accepted that I miss my dogs more than them… I know - I’m a

great son/brother. If you have dogs I can’t recommend

enough to bring photos of them because everyone will want

to be your friend … you can take from that what you will, for

what it says about me and how I made friends :/. If you ever

see me and you have a photo of any animal, show me… it’ll

make my day even better than it probably is in Durham.

BEST BITS:
The best part about Grey College is the Community. If it's spending time in the JCR or the bar,
even the dining hall. You'll always see a friendly face who you'll know. .
 The best bit about Durham are the views. There are several places around Durham with
beautiful views, where you can take your special someone or friends and just relax and know
you're making memories you'll never forget and have with you, your whole life.



KARAN PATEL
3RD YEAR, ENGINEERING, VICE PRESIDENT ELECT

TOASTIE BAR:

The Toastie Bar is a shop in college that opens every evening. We sell

toasties, crisps, chocolate, and drinks. The Toastie Bar is run by

students for students, so prices are kept as low and affordable as

possible, with toasties usually costing no more than £2. There are also

exciting themed toasties throughout the year. For example, Valentine's

toasties and Eurovision themed toasties. As students, we’re all broke,

so the Toastie Bar is an affordable place to get freshly made toasties

and snacks or if you are looking to earn a bit of extra cash throughout

the year, why not join the Toastie Bar team? We hire new staff every

year.
MIXED LACROSSE:

Mixed Lacrosse isn’t a sport that you need to have played before. I didn’t know what

Lacrosse was before I came to Grey and now it’s my favourite sport. There are so many

different skill levels within the club making everyone welcome to join. Both our A and B

teams train together, allowing for greater club bonding. Matches are not exclusive to the

best players, but are open to whoever is willing to play. We are quite a relaxed club while

also having the best Mixed Lacrosse teams in Durham. We also offer a range of different

themed socials throughout the year to help the club bond. They are definitely nights to

remember, or not, depending on how much you drink.

SQUASH:

It’s a small club but a great one. Squash is a great

sport to get into, which people often overlook.

Whether you’re an expert or a novice you should give

it a go. Squash is a great way to meet other Grey

students from different years. It is also a sport that I

had never played before my second year and now I

attend training twice a week and matches on the

weekend. I still might not be very good but I still enjoy

playing and attempting to improve my squash skills -

no luck there so far.

WHAT DO I LOVE ABOUT GREY?

The people. Grey is known for being the friendliest college in Durham, and it lives up to

that title. You will never gain better lifelong friends anywhere else than you will do at Grey.

In Grey, there is no barrier between years. All the sports, societies, and committees help

people to bond no matter what year you are in.

WHAT DO I LOVE ABOUT DURHAM?

What isn’t there to love? It strikes the perfect balance between busy and peaceful (unlike

cities like London). You can actually see the stars at night. The amazing views of the

Castle and Cathedral, both during the day and at night, it’s amazing.



LEO HARRIS
THE MAN, THE MYTH, THE LEGEND

THE JCR:

I know quite a lot about what happens around Grey… I’m an old fourth year, after all. From

over 50 sports and societies, to recommendations for college potatoes, and JCR elections

– I can hopefully provide some insight into all-things Grey College. Quite a broad point, I

know. BUT, if I can’t answer a question about life at Grey, 99.5% of the time I know who

will and I can point you in the right direction.

SHARED ROOMS:

Unlike most other colleges with shared rooms, you may only have to share for one term at

Grey – and even then, there’s about a 1/3 chance that you will!

Sounds a bit daunting, right? Again, unlike most other colleges, we let you choose who

you share with in your second and third term. For first term, the College send out a

detailed survey so we can work out who may be best suited to sharing with each other. I

shared with my best mate in the second term of my first year, and safe to say it has been

one of my favourite experiences of Durham. I like to think he’d say the same, we’re still

good mates… And in Freshers’  Week, having a shared room is one of the best ways to get

to know people, as other students naturally come towards your room!

TRAVELLING WITH THE UNIVERSITY:

The Students’ Union offers loads of volunteering

opportunities abroad through its charity committee –

DUCK. In the summer after my first year, I was lucky

enough to volunteer for five weeks in India! Whilst

there, I carried out wildlife conservation work with

elephants and sloth bears. With DUCK, you can go all

over the world – from Costa Rica, all the way to Everest

Base Camp and Kilimanjaro. If you’ve got the travel

bug, a DUCK expedition is definitely for you.

BEST BIT ABOUT GREY: WE HAVE A LITTLE BIT OF EVERYTHING.

Here at Grey, I’m especially proud of how we don’t section ourselves into ‘the sporty

college’, ‘the music college’, or ‘the political college’. We have a bit of everything – but we

still excel at what we do! That ranges from having some of best college lacrosse, cricket

and rugby teams, to the largest non-auditioned and second overall largest choir in the

University. We even have a club for watching films ‘so bad they’re good’. Whether you

already enjoy an activity or want to take up something new, the chances are we have it

here at Grey. And if we don’t – it’s super-easy to start a new group!

BEST BIT ABOUT DURHAM: THE SURROUNDING SCENERY.
If you walk behind Grey or can drive/get a bus 10 minutes out of Durham, you’ll find some

stunning and often underappreciated North East countryside. Or – if you hop on a couple

of trains – you can be at Tynemouth and Whitley Bay beaches in about half an hour. The

perfect break from the stress of essays and a good excuse to spend time with friends.



LUKE HOPKINS
3RD YEAR, GEOGRAPHY, SENIOR WELFARE ELECT

WELFARE:

Before I came to Durham, I did not know anything about Grey Welfare as it is a bit different

to anything I had at school. It’s a non-judgemental, confidential, signposting, listening and

support service run by students, for students. I know this sounds like a whole lot of buzz

words, but in essence it a really friendly group of people who you can go to for a nice chat.

There are a variety of services such as an anonymous messaging service and drop-ins,

where one of the team can lend an ear and provide tea, biscuits and other free sexual health

products. Welfare means there is always someone there to listen to you and direct you in the

right direction if needed. Basically, just a friendly and great group of people!

ROWING:

I had never stepped foot in a rowing boat before coming to Grey and now you can’t get me out

of one! I was never a hugely sporty guy, but I have found a sport at Grey that I thoroughly

enjoy. This is partially down to the great group of friendly and nice people that are involved in

the boat club. There are five squads in the club to suit everyone’s ability and available time. If

you want to take rowing seriously, we row at events in Newcastle, York and London which is a

great target to strive for throughout training. I have also started coxing and coaching with the

club where you can be involved with all of the squads. Don’t worry if you don’t though as you

can meet everyone on the socials which are always so much fun! There are also two big

events of the boat club ball in winter, and the boat club cruise in summer. Both events bring

the club together for a great evening with plenty of food, drink and poor rowing

chat.

MIXED LACROSSE:

Having never touched a lacrosse stick before my third year,

I thought it was a great time to start and I was right! At Grey, it is

never too late to start something new as literally everyone is so

welcoming. Training is once a week and is always a good laugh.

Despite having so much fun, I have also improved from the

coaching the team captains provide. As with any club, it is a great

way to meet new people with friendships furthered at socials and

matches. Just get stuck in and make the most out of everything

Grey has to offer!

BEST BIT ABOUT GREY:
You might have heard rumours that each college has a stereotype which are largely untrue.
However, upon asking my course friends what Grey’s is, I can confirm that ours is true. They said
that everyone is just so friendly and nice from Grey. You will be hard pushed to find a more
welcoming and supportive atmosphere than Grey. As you are unable to see this from attending
the post-offer visit days, I hope you can take my word for it that you will quickly find your home
here.

BEST BIT ABOUT DURHAM:
For me, Durham is literally the perfect mix of a great education and a great social life. You are

naturally expected to work hard (but you wouldn’t expect anything else coming to a great
university) but not too much that you have no free time. Academic staff recognise the importance

of not constantly studying. This lets you pursue any interests you have (whether that be sports or in
societies or elsewhere) where you can make more amazing friends that will last a lifetime.



LUKE POWER
1ST YEAR, ENGLISH LITERATURE

MYTH BUSTER BUTTON:
Along with all the mystery and eccentricity come a few myths that I should like to
bust, in case you are worrying about them:"Durham is really posh and exclusive"-

correction: Durham has a lot of people from different backgrounds, some more
affluent than others, but that doesn't affect socialisation in any way. I haven't

encountered anyone who has looked down on others. Everyone is fascinated to
hear other people's life stories."All the locals hate the students"- correction:

Though some locals might be concerned at the influx of students, I have never seen
an instance of tension between the locals and the students. All the ones I've met

are super friendly and happy to help. "Sharing a room is a nightmare"- correction:
It is true that at Grey you might have to share a room for a term. However, my own

experience of sharing a room was great. None of the problems that I anticipated
arose- we never woke each other up after coming in from nights out, we never

needed the toilet at the same time, we never stole each other's stuff (only we did
wholesomely share bourbons).

STUDY AND LIFESTYLE AT DURHAM:

Life at Grey couldn't be more accommodating. Three scrumptious meals per day, a

crowd of friends on your doorstep, and no further than 20 minutes from any study,

nightlife or sports to be found in the city (even if you walk at a snail's pace)- what

more could you ask for? Durham is an inspiring place to work and, from my

experience studying English here, I can honestly say that my eyes are opened to new

ideas every day. This is balanced with a friendly social scene. At Grey, there are

college nights out to go on, plenty of sports teams catering for all abilities, Stanley

(the college dog) to walk, formal dinners, corridor mini-golf, and me and my friends

all knock for each other before our evening meal. Beyond this, you can travel the

world for charity, join the largest student theatre scene in the UK, join a comedy

troupe, host a radio show, compete in Durham's Got Talent, or chat with celebrities

for the newspaper!

DURHAM'S QUIRKS AND SECRETS:
Durham's colleges all have their own unique traditions;
songs that they sing, drinks that they drink, stories that
they tell. The city is a beautiful, varied space. All so
close are the awe-inspiring cathedral, nature trails,
sweet cafes with award-winning hot chocolate, a
castle to walk around, quaint libraries and bookshops,
and Klute... officially the worst nightclub in Europe,
which is a fun space to bust some moves.

BEST BITS:

Grey Catering Team's Humour

Durham's Purple Radio



NATHAN HALL

MEDIA AND DESIGN:

Having done graphic design at A-level and then going on to do a politics degree,

I thought I'd have little use for my graphic design skills. Yet, Durham opened me

up to a wide range of photography, graphic design, and video projects. Working

with professional clients, colleges, the university and DSU societies I've had the

opportunity to expand my skill set, learn new things and meet some amazing

people. The best bit is you don't need to spend a penny to get into most of it -

the various societies, clubs and groups will have all the equipment, software

licenses and expertise you'll need.

TEAM DURHAM/ARCHERY:

Team Durham, the overarching body in charge of sport at Durham, has plenty of

sports that you may not have come across before. I found this out in my Freshers''

Week when I found the Archery Club at the Freshers' Fair and was immediately

hooked! In just a few months I went from having never picked up a bow before, to

competing for the university at a national tournament. Having been in the club for

a few years now, I'm the club social secretary and shoot for the Barebow squad at

championships and tournaments across the country. It's been a great opportunity

for me to branch out, meet new people and discover a new sport, compete in

Durham's Got Talent, or chat with celebrities for the newspaper!

WELFARE (AGAIN):
Here at Grey, we have a great welfare system that is
focused around offering confidential and non-
judgemental listening, signposting and support. We
stock sexual health supplies, pregnancy tests and
more - all of which are free for any Grey Student. The
team is made up of students, specially chosen to
help other students around Grey with any issues they
have and are a great source of information and
signposting, should any issues arise during your time
at Grey! I've had the pleasure of being part of the
team for two years now, firstly as a team member
and then leading the team, an amazing experience
to have and an opportunity to give back to Grey.

3RD YEAR, POLITICS AND PHILOSOPHY, SENIOR WELFARE

BEST BITS ABOUT GREY:
The community feel and inclusion and Grey Day

 
BEST BITS ABOUT DURHAM:

Amazing coffee shops and study spaces around town
and everything is in walking distance.



OLI MOORE

EVENTS:

From bops to balls to our very own college day, Grey runs tonnes of events all year

round. Expect Grey to be transformed by decorations with the melody of talented

music acts showcasing the amazing talent Durham offers and a whole host of games

and delicious food. Take Winter Ball for example, a new black-tie event we ran this

year. We had unlimited donuts... We had dance machines... We had a snowboard

simulator...We had camembert, brie and a red onion chutney for starters... Need I say

more? Or how about Grey Day? Whether you’re sunning yourself on the lawn with a pint,

dancing to the amazing live bands or enjoying the bouncy castle with friends, it’s a

massive college day no one wants to miss. AND if you want to get in on the fun

organising events, then our Events Committee is for you

– in fact, I’m the head of it, could you tell?

FOOD AND DRINK IN DURHAM:

Now where do I begin? Cheap Italian for students with free salad bar and 2-litre

bottles of wine? Check. Boujee restaurants for when your parents visit (and are

paying)? Check. Random Lebanese restaurant that is insanely good but you’re not sure

why it exists? Check. A whole hill of takeaway shops for those end of night cravings?

Check. Three (un)necessary Subways? Check. Nandos and those other chain

restaurants that always tag along? Check. In short, Durham is great for food, and drink

too! Coffee shop crawls are a must – the ‘Death by Chocolate’ at Leonards Café is

essential to try before you graduate. Aaaaand well... if you were here to know about

the boozier kind of drink... I’ll leave Charlie Moore to show you that in Freshers’ Week

(he’s good at that kind of stuff). I guarantee you won’t be disappointed!

LGBTQ+:

Grey is nothing short of a loving, accepting and open

community and identifying as LGBT+ has never hindered

nor deterred me from any opportunity. Grey’s LGBT+

Sexuality and Identity Representatives exist to provide

welfare support, socials for students and run campaigns

throughout. The Durham Association even runs an LGBT+

Fashion Show! The show is annual success, showcasing

clothes from various companies and student designers,

with gender-neutrality being of importance. I’m

modelling in the show this year, and everyone is nothing

but welcoming, loving and supportive. Durham Pride runs

every May, and is a massive celebration for LGBT+ rights,

drawing in thousands from the North East.

BEST BITS ABOUT DURHAM/GREY:
How easy it is to walk to the countryside.

Avacado bagels at breakfast.

4TH YEAR, NATURAL SCIENCES



SOPHIE GRANTHAM
2ND YEAR, MATHS

MATHS:

Although the course is fairly set in your first year, you get a

wide selection of courses to pick from in later years. In

your first and 3rd years you also get the option of studying

modules from anywhere in the university (assuming you

meet the prerequisites for those modules). It has high

contact hours and weekly homeworks to help you with your

understanding, with lecturers and tutors on hand to

provide loads of support.

CHEERLEADING:

This is a really great sport that anyone of

any experience and gender can take up. We

currently have one college team that train

twice a week and compete against the

other colleges at a big competition every

year. We also have 6 University-level teams,

one of which performs at various university

events throughout the year, and the rest

compete at 3 national competitions per

year!
DURHAM STUDENT THEATRE:

Grey has its own college theatre company

(Phoenix Theatre Company), but you can also

audition for shows (or apply to be on the exec)

for almost any of the Durham theatre

companies (there are lots!). We put on

everything from big musicals to one-man

shows every term so there’s always something

to get involved with.

BEST BITS ABOUT GREY/DURHAM:
There is a real sense of community.
You can get from your room in Grey to a lecture on the science site in
under 3 minutes.



WILL MORRICE
3RD YEAR, NATURAL SCIENCES, FACSO ELECT

DURHAM STUDENT THEATRE:

Durham Student Theatre (DST) is the umbrella

organisation of all university theatre groups.

There are central university theatre groups that

specialise in certain genres of theatrical work,

such as DULOG which specialises in Musical

Theatre with some of their productions in the

professional Durham theatre with over 80

participants. On the other hand, there are

smaller college groups that you can get involved

with – Grey has its own Phoenix Theatre

Company! At all levels, you can get involved with

directing, acting, producing or as part of the

technical crew.
MUSIC DURHAM:

Music Durham is the umbrella organisation for centrally-run music groups from

Durham University Orchestral Society to Durham University Big Band. I have

been a member of and on the committee of the concert band which has been

great fun! Some bands and groups are auditioned whilst some are not.

TEHCNICAL CREW:

The JCR has multiple events that it runs throughout the year. The technical crew

are a group who apply to work on events to setup the stage and other technical

equipment. It is a great opportunity to learn how to use the professional

equipment the JCR owns or hires in as well as some extra money!

BEST BITS ABOUT GREY:

The collegiate system is what really separates Durham from other universities. The

college community at Grey provided by your JCR allows you to meet a wide range

of people, compared to a flat or halls. The JCR events allow the college community

to integrate between years, as well as, the mostly free JCR sports and societies

which you have access to as a JCR member.

 
BEST BITS ABOUT DURHAM:

The wide availability of sports & societies

you can take in addition to your degree

study. There is the opportunity to take more

casual societies at colleges or

specialise/dedicate more time at central

university run theatre and music groups

(Music Durham & DST).



YINAN ZHAO
3RD YEAR, MATHS, INTERNATIONAL REP

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT:

Fitting into a new university can be hard, but it could be even

harder if you are an international student! But in Durham and

Grey College, It is very easy to fit amongst all the students.

From watching Euro vision and football games together in

the JCR, to formal dinners and silent discos, there will always

be something you enjoy where you can meet new friends!
FASHION SHOW:

I was a model for the Grey Fashion Show in my second year, and then a

choreographer in my third. This is an amazingly fun experience, raising

money for charity. I would strongly recommend everyone to get involved,

whether it is being on the media team and organising the advertisement;  or

being on the brands team and reach out to sponsors; or walking the runway

as a model. It is an enriching experience, developing your personal skills

whilst having fun!

PART-TIME JOB:

Aside from studying maths, I also picked up

3 part times jobs during my 3rd year. I work

in a local restaurant, teach pole dancing for

Durham University and tutoring maths

online. I would strongly recommend a part

time job if you are considering to get one!

You will get to expand your friendship

circle, new opportunities and of course

some extra money to spend on your nights

out.

BEST BIT ABOUT GREY:
The Dining Hall: Because Grey is fully-catered, the Dining Hall naturally

becomes the social hub. What's better than meeting new people, chatting,
socialising, gossiping over a delicious buffet 3 meals a day, everyday? 

BEST BIT ABOUT DURHAM:

The ability to do anything: Doesn't matter what sports you play, you will

always be able to find a team within college or Durham to play at the right

level. starting a sport or interest society is so so easy in Grey and Durham

so even if something is not on offer, you have the opportunities to make it

happen!


